
 
 

WHOLE HORSE DISSECTION FEBRUARY 18-20, 2021  
 
 
In this document we’d like to share the timeline of Rooney’s life as told by his current 

trainer, Manon.  

 

The story as such will be told from their perspective so 

that you can learn as much as possible. Enjoy learning 

more about Rooney and let’s praise the courage of his 

owner to donate him for dissection.  

 

 

DETAILS OF THE HORSE: 

Name of the horse: Rooney 

Breed: Danish Warmblood 

Sex: Gelding  

Age: 16 years 

Discipline: Recreational  

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 

ROONEY’S STORY:  

Below you find the timeline of Rooney as told by Manon. Manon is Rooney’s long-term 

trainer, but not is owner. Manon will attend the dissection and be present during the 

livestream.  

 

2015 

His owner bought Rooney on July 15th, 

2015. Her goal was to enjoy a recreational 

with Rooney. When she bought him, He 

was underweight and general atrophy in his 

muscle tone. His eyes looked dull and he 

was very flat in his emotions. His front limbs 

stood – and still stand – pigeon toed (toes 

in) and his hind limbs were stretched out 

behind.  

 

In July the owner asked Rooney to go over 

ground poles and small jumps on the lunge 

line. He hesitated and refused often. 

Sometimes he even knocked over the entire 

jump. This behavior stayed throughout his 

life.  

 

 

 

Around September, the owner took him on a trail ride, but unfortunately fell off. Rooney 

panicked and kept running for a couple of minutes.  

 

From this moment the owner reached out to me – Manon – to teach him the basics of 



horsemanship. It was decided I would ride him under saddle 1-3 times a week and the owner 

would stick to lunging and some trick training. However, as mentioned before, he kept 

refusing poles or small jumps on the lunge line and this never really improved.  

 

 

 

2016 
In the spring he had his yearly dentistry treatment (hand floating) and no remarks were 

made.  
 

In June he suddenly became lame in the front limb. The owner took him to the vet, and he 

was diagnosed with arthritis (through X-rays) in his left front knee. He was given a Metacam 

(inflammatory / analgesic medication) cure once and no other treatments were given.  

 

To help Rooney the best way I could as a trainer, I took him to a Centered Riding course in 

August. This course also opened my eyes and I started to wonder more why he did what he 



did. In this course I learned how the body works and it marked a period in which I started to 

switch from traditional training methods to training with understanding for the body.  

 

In September I took him to a second Centered Riding clinic. Unfortunately, Rooney collapsed 

in the horse truck through his right hind while going at a round-about. He fell with his right 

tubercoxae against the wall and was sore for a day.  

 

This accident also introduced me to more alternative treatment ways and as such he had a 

cranio-sacral treatment to help his body heal and recover.  

 

Towards the end of the year, he remained on-off lame on the left front. He just had a new 

paddock mate with who he played quite a lot and usually his lameness really showed up 

after a play session in the paddock.  

 

2017 

Because of his limitations, his training mostly consisted of walk and trot – with only very 

small amounts of canter. In walk and trot he slowly improved in his carrying capacity, but in 

the canter, he would just run around very unbalanced.  

 

The started to stumble more over his right front foot. I believe this was partly due to too 

long trimming intervals which would result in very long feet. The longer his feet, the more 

the stumbled.  

 

Around September / October I took him to another Centered Riding clinic. Due to a 

combination of circumstances, he stumbled in the canter and collapsed against the wall with 

the right side of his body. I couldn’t spot any lameness straight after the accident, but I did 

have a good scare.  

 

I continued to ride the clinic days, but only with a focus on his balance in walk and trot – no 

more canter.  



It was at the end of this year I really started to doubt his biomechanics. I gave the owner 

advices on management (trimming and treatments), but this was advice was not followed 

up.  

 

2018 

In January he was in much better shape muscle and weight wise, but I still didn’t dare to 

canter him and doubted about what was the right way forward as he still wasn’t ‘’right’’.  

I talked to his owner about treatments and bodily exams to check him, but it stayed with 

talking and no actions were taken.  

 

In July he moved to a different stable. Due to the move he also had to transition from silage 

to hay. This seemed to be quite a heavy transition from him.  

 

In September he had his first choke (esophageal obstruction). During this night he also hit his 

head really hard at the metal stable opening. It really was a loud bang, and it was really 

painful for some time.  

 

A new dentist came, but again nothing special rather than routine treatment was noted.  

Unfortunately, the trimming intervals remained too long which didn’t help his stumbling and 

hoof balance.  

 

I stopped riding him as without the necessary treatments, I simply couldn’t do it. 

 

2019 
In the winter from 2018/2019 Rooney lost a lot of weight. During this winter the shelters 

were flooded so he could not stand in them. He had mites and his owner shaved his socks / 

feet. When snow arrived, he stood shivering during the nights.  

 

During this period, I came back into the picture because of the seriousness of his physical 

complaints. Within my capabilities and the financial support, I did everything I could for him. 

This consisted of providing warm blankets, giving him some bodywork myself (craniosacral 



and massage), giving him more roughage and trying to convince the owner to treat the mites  

more accurately and to have blood tests done. This was a very desperate period for me as a 

trainer.  

 

In February a new dentist came and 

removed a large hook that must have 

been there 4 years minimal.  

 

In March a blood test was taken that 

showed infection values. No further 

treatment was undertaken.  

 

Due to poor maintenance of worm 

treatments, he was found to have a 

serious bloodworm infection around 

May. He was dewormed immediately.  

 

Later this month, his best friend, 

Highlight, passed and he seemed 

emotionally devastated by this loss.  

 

After May I started picking him up again (from here I took more and more care of him within 

the possibilities). Although I knew that he needed more from his owner, I hoped that by 

giving him gentle movement under the saddle, he could regain some form.  

 

I adjusted his saddle again with a prolite pad (only solution as there was no financial 

possibility to buy or adjust a new saddle) and used my recuptex blankets.  

 

Around October / November he had re-gained muscle mass and tone, but he started 

headshaking. At first very mild, but soon it was getting worse.  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

As a trainer in 2018 and 2019 I was quite desperate and in conflict with myself:  Either stop 

completely and let the owner handle it or do everything I could within the financial 

possibilities and knowledge I had. I chose the latter.  

 
As the result, a chiropractor came and treated Rooney in December. Her report: the 

situation was quite serious. His body was compromised both in the front- and hind end.  

 

After the treatment I put less demand on him training wise and only rode him with a very 

lose rein and the headshaking disappeared considerably.  

 

The trimming intervals also became shorter which made a difference in that he stumbled 

less.  

 

As a final remark, he had about 3 chokes (esophagus obstruction) throughout this year.  

 

 



 

2020 

In March he was treated again by the chiropractor and she said he looked and felt much 

better.  

 

Unfortunately, the head shaking 

returned. I pushed the owner to have 

him checked by a dentist as he also 

couldn’t eat his pellets properly anymore 

(it would fell out) and she followed my 

recommendation. The dentist came and 

advised to do a full X-ray check up at the 

clinic and so it happened. Upon X-rays 

exam it was found he had a very bad 

molar infection. The molar was then 

extracted.  

 

After the procedure, the headshaking calmed down again, but in my feeling as trainer I only 

felt he was deteriorating. He felt fatigued, tight and old – even on a loose rain.  

 

In June he had a choke again and over the year, he had about 6-8 smaller ones again.  

 

In July he received his first injection against mites.  

 

From this month forward I started taking him on trail rides to make his life a bit more fun. 

Unfortunately, he hit his head in the horse truck and as a result the head shaking returned 

quite aggressively. It would extend beyond riding and was also present during eating and 

playing around in the paddock with his friends.   

 

In August he received his second injections against mites  

 



In December he got a Metacam (painkiller) cure. In this month I indicated to his owner that 

had run dry of solution within the possibilities she gave me. As a result, the owner made the 

choice to put him to sleep and I then indicated that I would like to offer him for a dissection. 

She agreed to this and so it will happen now soon.  

 

The symptoms that I could no longer solve and wanted to have investigated this were:  

 

- Head shaking  

- Left front / right hind lameness 

- Extremely hard and tight muscles around the face and neck.  

- Atrophy hindquarters & back muscles  

- Teeth - Still the feeling that that was not completely resolved  

- Back of the head (afraid of a crack in the skull due to the blow of the stable)  

 

Some of the questions I have for his dissection include:  

- What is the effect of his deviating stance in the hind and front end?  

- Why are the front hooves the way they are? Is posture or confirmation?  

- What could have possibly caused the head shaking?  

- Is there an additional problem with his teeth?  

- How is his neck and back? Is there damage and if so, where and how?  

- What is the quality of his elbows? If they are bad, is there a relation to his limb stance?  

- What is the status of his hind end joints?  

- Why did he lose so much weight?  

- Is there dysfunction in his organs / intestines?  

- Does he have scar tissue because of the large blood form infection?  

- Why couldn’t he eat pellets properly? Does he have arthritis in his TMJ?  

- Why did he get a choke so often?  

- Why did he move so asymmetrical compared left to right?  

- Why was he spooky under saddle, but not on the lunge?  

- Why did he struggle with jumps or ground poles?  

 

 



 
 

FINAL WORD FROM THE TEAM 
 
What a story, isn’t it? We want to thank the owners for their courage and bravery to donate 

Rooney. It will be our honor to unravel the secrets of Rooney’s body and to learn from him. 

It is our aim to make sure – together with all of you – that his story will not be forgotten. 

 

On February 17th we will perform the final assessment of Rooney and this footage will 

shared during the first day of the dissection. 

 

  

 


